
ANIMAL SHELTERS IN JAPAN

Animal rescue organizations and Nonprofit organizations throughout Japan are working tirelessly to rescue and protect
animals. They are also.

They must themselves decide on life or death for the pet. A study conducted by the Environment Ministry in
found that animal shelters took in , dogs and cats that year, of which , were put to sleep. Officials hope that
number will begin to fall, thanks to a new policy set up last year that allows cats to be up for adoption. Forcing
dogs into clothes in the very hot summer months can cause matted fur and skin problems, for example, and an
imbalanced diet can lead to obesity. The owners come to visit on a daily basis and I experience the strong
human-animal bond and medical miracles that come from not giving up in our hospital. Hachiko was also a
dog for his time. Here, the staff of the center from time to time burn sticks of incense and say a prayer for the
souls of those pets who never found a home â€” pets who never got to roam, free but lonely, like mangy
Hachiko through the crowded streets of Shibuya to bum a stick of yakitori or a pork bun from a friendly
passer-by. However, there are worries that the number of stray cats and dogs will rise if municipal shelters
start refusing to accept dropped-off pets. Even people with completely healthy pets will diligently pay for
vaccinations every year, as well as general health checks that include a variety of tests from a physical exam to
a blood test â€” and even a CT scan. In Britain for example, which is where I am from, in there were 1,
prosecution cases for animal cruelty while in Japan between and there were annually only 13 cases. As a
result, the number of pets that the center had to take in declined. We would recommend they adopt an older
animal rather than a kitten or puppy. The center has previously refused some of these owners, but last year it
decided to hire more veterinarians who can offer instructions. In Tokyo there are no puppies brought to the
pound and so we only have adult dogs to re-home. We are still up against pet shops and breeders, where most
Japanese go when they want a pet. Three-quarters of euthanized pets in Japan are cats Of the more than , pets
euthanized in Japan in , around ,, or 75 percent, were cats, according to the latest available government
figures. So ARK animals can now be found in many countries around the world. This enduring loyalty earned
Hachiko the respect and affection of the Japanese public and led eventually to his immortalization in bronze in
Shibuya and in modern Japanese folklore, as the embodiment of the unbreakable bond between man and his
best friend. It managed to find new owners for 70 percent of the dogs, but the percentage of cats that were able
to find new homes stood at a meager 10 percent, a rate made even more distressing because the number of
felines is large to begin with. Until then, only dogs could be given new owners. In that same year, less than 29,
abandoned pets â€” 11 percent of arrivals â€” were successfully re-homed. It posts photos of animals at
shelters on the websites of health care institutes to seek new potential owners. This is a heavy burden for them
to carry. Most of our Tokyo adopters are connected with embassies or large companies, so when they return to
their home countries, they take that dog or cat with them. The capsule-shaped chips are about 1 cm long and
would be injected into the necks of cats and dogs. Since , Mie Prefecture has been implanting microchips in
puppies at shelters before giving them to new owners. There are also plans to implant microchips into pets to
identify their owners to prevent abandonment. And then his chances of survival would be very, very slim. And
if old, noble Hachiko was raised from the dead and ambled once more through his old stomping ground, what
would he make of the spoilt brand of toy dogs that crowd the area today? While around 20 percent of our
adopters in the Kansai region are foreigners, in Tokyo it is around 60 percent, since most foreigners choose to
go to a shelter rather than a pet shop when they choose to adopt a pet. An additional clause in the revised law
states that within the next five years, pet shops must start injecting microchips into all pets they sell. People
are much harder to deal with than animals. After the professor died suddenly in of a stroke, Hachiko continued
to wait patiently outside the station for his master day in, day out for another nine long years, until his own
demise. I noticed you ask people to complete a questionnaire and send photos and information about their
homes. Recently six miniature pinschers were brought to the ARK shelter after the owner was apprehended by
the authorities. As with any other fashion craze in Japan, ground zero for this pooch-pampering obsession is
trendy Shibuya and neighboring Harajuku. If you are a certain age, you would be thinking to adopt something
older. Is it wise for families to have pets in these areas? Another option for euthanizing unwanted pets would
be to give them an intravenous injection of a barbiturate or anesthetic agent, inducing death through an
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overdose. In , Mie Prefecture ranked 11th in Japan in number of pets put to sleep. Using a special device,
authorities can acquire a digit number from each chip that will identify the owner. Neatly packaged, like
buying a car or TV, they can choose by color, size, pattern and price, although animals bought this way come
with a package of problems too â€” in-breeding related health problems, psychological problems and
immunity problems. ARK has a selection of orphaned dogs all shapes and sizes and cats in need of a caring
loving home.


